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This online appendix is organized as follows. Section A details the equilibrium algorithm.
Whereas the main text focuses on optimal containment policies, for which the considerations
are necessarily long-run, Section B presents a short-run quantitative analysis of the containment
policies.

A Equilibrium Algorithm
Given Li,t for each period t as a result of the epidemiological law of motion specified in Section 2,
we solve the equilibrium period-by-period. Therefore, we drop the time subscript to keep the
notation cleaner. There is an inner loop and an outer loop, of which the rounds of iteration are
indexed by r = 0, 1, 2, .... For r = 0, start with an initial guess of wages {wi (0)} such that it lies
in a simplex (as in Alvarez and Lucas (2007)), i.e.,
K
!

wi (0)Li = 1.

i=1

The equilibrium is computed by the following algorithm.
1. Inner loop to obtain price indices. Let ξ = 1, 2, ... index the iteration of the inner loop.
Given wages wi (r), start with an arbitrary initial guess of the price indices of intermediate
bundles {PiM,j (0)}.
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a. With {PiM,j (ξ)}, trade shares and sectoral prices are computed by
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b. Update the price index of the intermediate-input bundle:
PiM,j (ξ + 1) =

J (
'

Pil (ξ)
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)γij,l

.

c. Check convergence of PiM,j (.) by
max ||PiM,j (ξ + 1) − PiM,j (ξ)|| < toleranceinner loop .
j,i

If the above condition does not hold, go back to Step (a) and start from PiM,j (ξ + 1). If
it holds, then assign the following values to the outer loop:
j
j
πi,n
(r) = πi,n
(ξ)

Pij (r) = Pij (ξ)
PiM,j (r) = PiM,j (ξ + 1)
Pi (r) =
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2. By definition of Xij ,
Xij (r) = αij wi (r)Li +
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which entails a linear system of equations written as
b(r) = A(r) × X(r)
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− I] × X(r),
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where
[b(r)](j,i) = −αij wi (r)Li
l,j
l l
*
[A(r)]
(j,i),(l,n) = γi (1 − βi )πi,n (r)

[X(r)](j,i) = Xij (r).
l (r)}, solve [X(r)]
Given {wi (r)} and {πi,n
(j,i) .

3. Use the labor-market clearing condition to define excess demand Zi (r) by
+
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Zi (r) ≡
βij πi,n
(r)Xnj (r) − wi (r)Li . .
wi (r)
j=1 n=1

In a similar fashion to the approach in Alvarez and Lucas (2007), wages are updated by
/
0
Zi (r)
wi (r + 1) = wi (r) 1 + ψ
,
Li
where ψ ∈ (0, 1) controls the speed of wage adjustment.

4. Stop iterations if
max{|Zi (r)|} < tolerance.
i

Otherwise, go back to Step 1.
5. Compute the sectoral employment share by

where

β j Rj (r)
ℓji (r) = &J i i
,
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Finally, the equilibrium sectoral labor shares {ℓji } are used in the epidemiological law of motion
to obtain the SIRD objects and Li for the next period.

B Quantitative Analysis of Containment Policies in the Short Run
For equilibrium computation and simulations for counter-factuals, the first date (t = 0) is set as
January 1, 2020, which is the first date on which the Stringency Index is available. As mentioned,
the SIRD evolution for a country i starts on the date on which the total confirmed cases in the
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(a) Welfare loss

(b) Real-income loss

Figure 1: Welfare and Real-Income Losses Due to COVID-19 Shocks
data exceed 50; this date is denoted as t∗i . Then, the estimated Ii,0 is applied to the previous day
(t∗i − 1); for all days between January 1, 2020 and that previous day, Ii,t = Ri,t = Di,t = 0 and

Si,t = Ni,t . Note that it is possible that for those days between January 1, 2020, and the onset
of the disease evolution, a country may have already adopted containment measures such as
border control.
All of the evaluations here are based on the entire history of the COVID-19 shocks up to
now (actually up to T , November 16, 2020, i.e., the last date on which the Stringency Index
was available for all of the countries in our sample when this paper was written). We examine
long-run welfare and optimal policies in the main text.

B.1 Effects of COVID-19 Shocks in the Short Run
We first examine the losses in welfare and real income due to the COVID-19 shocks by comparing
the economy under these shocks (which are inclusive of the disease dynamics, containment policies, and work-from-home capacity) with an economy that runs as if there were no such shock
from January 1 to November 16. Figure 1 reports these losses in percentage terms across countries. This provides a baseline with which alternative containment policies can be compared.
The simple and weighted averages of losses in real income are 31.81% and 41.0%, respectively. As the weight is by population, this difference in the two averages indicates that large
countries suffer more generally; this is also clear from the figure. The welfare losses are smaller,
as the simple and weighted averages of these losses are 12.38% and 22.03%. Again, larger countries tend to suffer more. It is not surprising that the welfare losses are smaller than income
losses because the utility function u is concave, and u(c) < c for c > 0.
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(a) Ratio of welfare loss (%)

(b) Ratio of real income loss (%)

Figure 2: Impact of Alternative Policies on Welfare and Real Income

B.2 What Happens if Countries Adopt Korean Policies?
Before studying optimal policies, we conduct quantitative analyses on the effects of alternative
policies up to now. We ask how countries would fare differently if an alternative containment
policy were adopted. For this purpose, we choose South Korea’s containment policy as a benchmark since it has often been heralded as a successful example of containing the disease. As in
the main text, we choose an effective reproduction number as the policy target.
We simulate a counter-factual in which each country’s containment policies are such that the
effective reproduction numbers, if possible, equal the average of South Korea’s such numbers
over time from the COVID-19 outbreak until November 16, 2020; this average is denoted as
R̄e,KOR . That is, for each country i ∕= KOR, set the policy η̂i,t ∈ [0, 1] at date t ≥ t∗i such that
+
J
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Si,t
Re,i,t = (1 − η̂i,t ) ,πiI + πiL
(1 − µji )ℓji,t−1 . × 18 ×
≤ R̄e,KOR ,
Ni
j=1

where the equality holds as long as a positive solution η̂i,t exists. The inequality is possible when
a country’s R0,i or the fraction of Susceptible in the population is so low that the equality fails
to hold even when η̂i,t = 0. The actual containment polices before the outbreak of the disease
are used in the counter-factual, i.e., η̂i,t = ηi,t for t < t∗i . Note that the sectoral employment
shares used in the above calculation are lagged by one day. If the same-day employment shares
are used, then the computational burden drastically increases because the same-day employment shares are functions of same-day containment policies, a complex fixed-point problem.
There is little need for such a complex approach because the variation of equilibrium sectoral
employment shares between two consecutive days are not large. After all, the exercise is to
“approximate” South Korea’s containment policy.
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(b) Ratio of average η

(a) Avg of η : targeting R̄e,KOR vs actual policies

Figure 3: Containment Policies: Targeting R̄e,KOR vs Actual Policies
The results are shown in Figure 2. When adopting the Korean policy, all but five countries
actually suffer from more welfare and real-income losses. First, South Korea has a relatively low
R0,i (the sixth lowest in our sample). Second, its policy has been somewhat stringent as it was the
second earliest country to experience a rapid outbreak (around mid to late February). Therefore,
the first two components of the effective reproduction number are low. To target R̄e,KOR , most
countries must tighten their policies, which consequently strains their economies in terms of
both welfare and real income. The direct link between containment policies and the outcomes
on welfare and real income is evidenced by Figure 3, which shows the average ηi,t from the data
and in the counter-factual, in levels and in ratios.
Next, we examine the outcomes of disease spread and mortality, shown in Figure 4. When
adopting Korean policies, more lives are saved in all but nine countries; for several countries
that suffer from greater degrees of disease spread, the numbers of lives saved are astonishing.
Up to November 16, 2020 and in all of the countries in our sample, 52.6% of lives would be saved
under the Korean policy.
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(b) Ratio of total cases (%)

(c) Total deaths

(d) Ratio of total deaths (%)

Figure 4: Total Cases and Deaths: Korean Policy vs Actual Policy
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